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1.Among approaches related to drought early warning, the approach
proposed by Russian meteorologist Dmitriy Drogaitsev (1959)
deserves the consideration.

It concerns long- term forecasting of precipitation conditions based on
the analysis of large - scale temperature fluctuations. The
emphasis has been given to analysis of weather conditions in the pre-
winter period, i.e. October – December

For this purpose, the value of meridional component of heat transfer
G=a*cos (α +45º) is determined, separately for cyclonic and anti-
cyclonic system of heat transfer in the atmosphere.

It was concluded the following:

if during pre - winter period of previous year the weather is warm and
has the anti-cyclonic character (i.e., G < 0), then in next year drought
is usually occurs

Regarding this, in the changing climate conditions, it is important to
evaluate:

• observed changes in recurrence of heat waves in Autumn (e.g.
change in recurrence of dry and warm air masses invasions from
Iran via Central Asia to East Siberia);

• observed changes in regular dates of snow cover appearance and
also its disappearance for the territory under study



In turn, it will be important for chose of most

effective autumn –winter tillage practices and

their timing (soil texture taking into account), for

chose of crops uptake more underground water

and chose the optimal composition of snow -

hedge crops



2. Assessing macro – scale heat transfer between low and high
latitudes, taking into consideration the geographical position the
territory under study (40 – 43 º N and 70 – 89 º E)

The approach consists of the analysis of change:

• air temperature anomalies averaged within latitudinal zones of
Northern Hemisphere ∆T(ºC), e.g., 0 – 90 º N; 17,5 – 87.5 º N, etc. -
by months or seasons, focusing on the pre- winter period and early
spring period

As determined, a significant decrease in precipitation totals
correspond to the sharp increase in ∆T values in the middle latitudes

• anomalies of meridional temperature gradient related to latitudinal
step

γ = - ∂T/ ∂s, where ∂s is latitudinal step (e.g., 10 º , etc.) 

within latitudinal zones of Northern Hemisphere e.g., 0 – 90 º N; 17,5
– 87.5 º N, etc. - by months or seasons, also focusing on the pre-
winter period and early spring period

in this case, a significant decrease in precipitation totals correspond
to the sharp decrease in the γ values in the middle latitudes



Previously, the analysis has been performed to comparison of macro

–scale air temperature fluctuations with yield fluctuations in the grain –

producing regions of middle latitudes (i.e. the regions sporadically

subjected to drought effects)

In particular, the statistically significant correlation between smoothed

anomalies of air temperature in June for Northern Hemisphere and

smoothed yield anomalies in Russia, Canada and USA were revealed

(Nikolaev, 1994)

For example, the coefficient of correlation between 9-yr smoothed

anomalies of air temperature in June (0 -90º N) and 9-yr smoothed

anomalies of maize yields in USA reached up to -0.58 (Fig.1)

The technological trend in maize yield series (calculated based on the

annual dynamics of fertilizer consumption per acre) was excluded



Fig.1 Comparison of 9-yr smoothed anomalies of air temperature in June (0 
– 90º N) and 9 –yr smoothed maize yield anomalies in USA

(Nikolaev, 1994)



3. Analysis of observed features in the

dynamics of Northern Hemisphere

teleconnection patterns



There is an evidence of more contrastive character

of precipitation conditions in the semiarid and

humid regions of Russia with air temperature raise

in recent decades

This fact illustrates Fig.2 for time intervals: 1945 –

1979 and 1980 - 2014



Fig.2 Changing contribution of extremely low and extremely high precipitation totals to 
farming risks in semiarid (1) and humid (2) regions of Russia (Nikolaev,2017)

Bezenchuk (53.0º N;  48.4º E)                                Smolensk (54.5º N;  32.3º E)

Horizontal axis: precipitation sums for May - June (mm)      Horizontal axis: precipitation sums for July (mm) 
Vertical axis: the HTC Index values for May - June Vertical axis: the HTC Index values for July



Regarding this, focus should be made on the analysis of observed

features in the dynamics of such spatiotemporal modes as the North

Atlantic Oscillation, the East Atlantic pattern and the Polar/Euroasia

pattern

As known, wintertime EA is intensified and leads to a reduction in

sea ice in the Baltic sea in recent decades

As it has been established (Nikolay Zverev, 1977), a sharp reduction

in sea ice in the Baltic sea and the Barents sea is an indicator of

drought occurrence in 1972 and 1975 in the semiarid regions

At the same time, summertime EA is also intensified and leads to

the appearance of extreme precipitation totals in the humid regions

Moreover, according to last research conducted by us, a good

agreement between the dynamics of both 7-yr moving averages of

the summertime EA indices and 7-yr moving averages of summer

air temperatures in the time interval 1981 – 2017 is revealed as well

- see Fig.3 and Fig.4 (It should be noted that the 68-yr dynamics

of summertime EA indices is characterized by a watershed point

which is observed approximately in 1980)





Possibly, all mentioned above could be useful for

effective application of satellite data for drought

monitoring and early warning in Central Asia
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